Opportunity Leadership

STOP PLANNING and START GETTING RESULTS

LEARN TO capture the change IN A CHAOTIC WORLD
LONG-RANGE PLANNING’S HIDDEN DESTRUCTIVE FORCE

OUR PROMISES VS.

OUR OUTCOMES
1. Leading Without a Plan Is the Plan
2. Staying in Your Lane
3. Making Decisions That Don’t Just Solve the Problem
4. Getting Out in Front
5. Practicing Future-Focused Evaluation
6. Emulating Baseball Managers Instead of Football Coaches
6 TENDENCIES OF OPPORTUNITY LEADERSHIP MINISTRIES

1. Embracing Speed
2. Getting Comfortable with Risk
3. Flexing for Implementation
4. Learning to Love Roadblocks
5. Realigning Focus
6. Being Like Jesus, Really!
THE ART OF TRANSFORMING ORGANIZATION CULTURE

1. DESIRE
2. INSPIRE
3. RETIRE
4. ASPIRE
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